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{You are showing clear signs of turning green if you agree
flit}! most of these ... that:Ig$he Earth is our sacred trust and needs our love and care
- plants and animals who share the Earth.with us should be
protected

— food and resources should be shared throughout the
world's peeple

- decisions at all levels are for sharing between.men and
women
- lasting peace can only come through co-operation and
justice
- a healthy society should emphasize all human needs
- work and play are both a vital part of our humanity
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Kettering Green Day aims at bringing together local groups and
peOple who are working towards a society that does not threaten
the world, a sustainable, more balanced society, and one that
will give more back to the Earth than we take from it.
Many of the groups involved are single issue pressure groups

or concerns.

we wish to show the connections between them -

how our consumer-orientated society has a responsibility for
third world poverty - how nuclear weapons and the civil nuclear

power industry are linked - how our respect and IOVe for the

Earth can be reflected in our dealings with all living creatures

and help us work towards attaining a natural balance of giving
and taking.

We are one world and one people.
This is a celebration too - celebrating lite, optimism and

people joining togethep. we hOpe you will come too and bring
your goodwill, music, feet for dancing and ideas for sharing.
There will be workshops on themes such as non-violence, the
nuclear cycle and the Green.movement.
Westfield Gardens is behind the Royal Hotel and below the
Westfield Museum.

Further information and booking forms for stalls from
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or John Bader, 11 Furnace Lane, Finedon Sidings
(tel. Burton Latimer 5381).
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